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The Odyssey is a complete 12V 
Power Management System, made 
up of BMPRO’s BatteryPlus35, 
OdysseyLink and Odyssey app.

Monitor your caravan’s deep cycle 
battery and control its onboard 
features from a wall mounted 
touchscreen or from your smart 
phone with the free Odyssey app.

For caravans equipped with the 
OdysseyLink103, pair the SmartConnect 
range of Bluetooth sensors to monitor 
tyre pressure, LPG gas levels and 
temperatures throughout the caravan.

The Odyssey offers a new level 
of comfort and knowledge 
about your caravan’s battery 
and power consumption.
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Odyssey

Embark on a Smart 
Technology Odyssey with 

a complete 12V Power 
Management System for 

your caravan

Embark on a Smart 
Technology Odyssey with 

a complete 12V Power 
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 � Manage your 12V battery, water levels, lights and more
 � Charge your caravan battery from auxiliary, solar or mains
 � Operate slide-outs
 � Monitor 12V appliances and caravan features
 � Download the free JHub app
 � SmartConnect ready (ControlNode103 or later)

Designed specifically for Jayco Australia, the JHub consists of 
a J35 battery management system, a ControlNode, a portable 
RV control panel and the free JHub app, providing you with a 
complete 12V power management system.

Wirelessly monitor your 12V battery 
and control Jayco’s onboard features
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JHub

The Complete 12V Power 
Management System for 

Jayco Caravans
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 �DIY installation in minutes
 �Connect up to 40 Bluetooth sensors
 �Powered by a 12V battery
 �Free app

KEY FEATURES

MONITOR
 �Battery voltage
 �Gas tank levels
 �Tyre pressure
 �Temperatures
 �Up to 4 water tanks
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ProSmart
Monitor 

Your 
Adventures

ProSmart is a monitoring system which allows you 
to easily track multiple sensors and parameters on 
your adventure, whether you travel by RV, boat or 
4WD, giving you a wealth of information for safe 
and comfortable travels.

Monitor water levels in your fresh or grey water 
tanks, gas levels in your BBQ bottles, tyre pressure, 
temperatures in the fridge, freezer or inside your 
vehicle, as well as your 12V battery charge, all from 
an easy-to-use app on your smartphone.

ProSmart includes SmartLink, a powered node 
that’s easy to install and pair with your phone, to 
monitor both wired and Bluetooth sensors. Pair up 
to 40 SmartConnect Bluetooth sensors, connect 
up to 4 water tanks, a 12V battery and a wired 
temperature sensor to monitor the vital parameters 
at your fingertips.
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 ɋ Monitor LPG bottles for 
remaining gas levels

 ɋ Monitor multiple 
sensors with one app

 ɋ Use independently 
or integrate with the 
JHub, ProSmart or 
Odyssey systems

LPG Gas Bottle 
Sensor

 ɋ Monitor your RV’s indoor 
and outdoor temperatures

 ɋ Monitor temperatures 
in appliances such as 
refrigerators

 ɋ Monitor multiple sensors 
with one app

Temperature 
Sensor

 ɋ Monitor tyre pressure 
and temperature

 ɋ Quick  DIY install 

 ɋ Monitor multiple 
sensors with one app

Tyre Pressure 
Sensor
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Monitor your adventures with the 
SmartConnect Wireless Sensor System

SmartConnect
SmartConnect is a range of RV Bluetooth sensors which can be 
paired to most BMPRO Smart RV Systems to monitor a variety of 
features, functions and equipment including temperatures, tyre 
pressures, LPG levels and more.
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